Ask Again Later by Liz Czukas: Instead of a "No Drama Prom-a" with a group of friends, seventeen-year-old Heart LaCoeur must choose between two boys with good reasons for asking her, but a flip of a coin leads not to one date but two complete—and very different—prom nights.

Bookish Boyfriends: A Date with Darcy by Tiffany Schmidt: Merrilee Campbell thinks boys are better in books. But when she transfers to a new prep school, suddenly she’s surrounded by real-life book boyfriend possibilities.

From Twinkle, With Love by Sandhya Menon: Aspiring filmmaker and wallflower Twinkle Mehra learns a lesson about love while directing a movie for the Midsummer Night arts festival.

99 Days by Katie Cotugno: Molly Barlow is facing one long, hot summer with the boy whose heart she broke and the boy she broke it for: his brother.

The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon: Natasha believes in science and facts. Which is why it’s so hard to hope for a miracle on her last day in New York City. Daniel believes in poetry and fate which is why he knows the moment he meets Natasha that their lives are about the change forever.
Shuffle, Repeat by Jen Klein: When Oliver and June are forced to ride to school together each morning, no one is more surprised than this odd couple when a friendship--and then romance--develops.

American Panda by Gloria Chao: Mei Lu is hiding several truths: she’s a germaphobe who cannot become a doctor, she prefers dancing to biology, she decides to reconnect with her estranged older brother, and she is dating a Japanese boy. Can she find a way to be herself, before her web of lies unravels?

Love and other Perishable Items by Laura Buzo: In a year filled with a lot of change and a lot of new things for both Amelia and Chris, this improbable pair will learn that friendships—and sometimes even more confusing feelings—can blossom anywhere.

Since You’ve Been Gone by Morgan Matson: Quiet Emily's sociable and daring best friend, Sloane, has disappeared leaving nothing but a random list of bizarre tasks for her to complete, but with unexpected help from popular classmate Frank Porter, Emily gives them a try.

Words in Deep Blue by Cath Crowley: As Henry and Rachel work side by side—surrounded by books, watching love stories unfold, exchanging letters between the pages—they find hope in each other. Because life may be uncontrollable, even unbearable sometimes. But it’s possible that words, and love, and second chances are enough.

Love and Gelato by Jenna Evans Welch: After her mother dies, Lina travels to Italy where she discovers her mother's journal and sets off on an adventure to unearth her mother's secrets.